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Snippets Latest news and updates from the beauty and wellness industry
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Main interview Manuel Ferreres’ career has seen a sharp meteoric rise. In mere
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five years he has gone from being a neophyte in the hairdressing sector to being
nominated in one of the most prestigious professional awards. Ferreres shares his
journey and plans for the future
30

New openings Salons and spas that have been launched in the country
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In Ćrst person Smart for his age and experience, Vivek Shyam Bhatia, L’Oréal
Professionnel ID Artist, appears to have got it all. He shares his journey, passion for
hair, future plans, and more
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Trends Fashion Design Council of India (FDCI) in association with Lotus Makeup
kicked off Lotus Makeup India Fashion Week to showcase Spring-Summer ’19
fashion trends. Backstage masters, Ambika Pillai and Kajee Rai, of Monsoon
Salons, share the biggest beauty trends from the ramp
In focus ASSOCHAM and Euromonitor International reveal that the male grooming
market, currently pegged at `16,800 cr in India, is expected to touch `35,000 cr in
the next three years, growing at a CAGR of about 45 per cent. Growing awareness
and better distribution channels of male-centric products has piqued the interest
of men. We speak to a few major players who shed light on the drivers of growth,
challenges and the way ahead
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Beauty Meet Delhi-based make-up artist, Kanikka Tandon, who has set the
standard high with her top-notch skills and quality of service; Dr Shuba Dharmana,
Dermatologist, Lejeune Medspa in Bangalore, shares her views on Scar Removal
and Scar Revision treatments as trending aesthetic procedures; Aurelian Lis, Chief
Executive Officer, Dermalogica and Pushkaraj Shenai, CEO, Lakmé Lever share
information on the acquisition, current positioning of the brand and more; Product
launches in skin care, and more
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Spa focus The design accents at Tattva Spa at Radisson Blu, Faridabad, in the
form of carvings, relief work on the walls and curios, take inspiration from natural
foliage to create the impression of a ‘garden’ of wellness; Jyoti Rathod, Spa
Manager, Cedar Spa by L’Occitane at JW Marriott, Mussorie, shares her views on
the wellness industry, brand USP, and more
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Celeb style Popular television actor, Kritika Kamra, who recently made her
Bollywood debut, shares her beauty and fitness mantra
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Inćuencer Designer, stylist and an entrepreneur, Pernia Qureshi shares her
endeavours and future plans
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Events The social calender: what is happening when and where
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Step-by-step Recreate the intricate cut
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Coffee break Try this quiz and win prizes
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